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Abstract.
Let E be a subset of the unit circumference C. If for every nonempty
open arc A of C. the set E is not both metrically dense and of second category in A,
then there exists a nonconstant analytic function fon the open unit disk A. such that
/*(!)) = 0. r/ e E. where/* is the radial limit function of/

Let A - {| z | < 1} and let £ be a subset of C — {| : | = 1}. For / an analytic
function on A, denote by/* the radial limit function of/. Thus/*(îj) = limr_, f(r-n)
for each tj in C where the limit exists (finite or infinite). According to a classical
theorem of Fatou [2], a bounded analytic function / on A has radial limits almost
everywhere in C. F. and M. Riesz [6] proved that if there exists a nonconstant
bounded analytic function /on A such that/*(7j) = 0. tj E £, then £ is of measure
0. A converse to the Riesz theorem was provided by Privalov [5, p. 214].
Theorem

1. // £ is of measure 0, then there exists a nonconstant bounded analytic

function f on A such that f*(r¡) = 0, r/ E E.
Here we are concerned with a converse to the following celebrated

uniqueness

theorem of Lusin and Privalov [3, pp. 187-189].
Theorem 2. // there exists a nonconstant analytic function f on A such that
/*(tj) = 0, tj E E, then for every nonempty open arc A in C, the set E is not both
metrically dense and of second category in A.

By definition £ is metrically dense in an open arc A if, for every nonempty open
subarc B of A, the set £ D B has positive outer measure. Also, £ is nowhere dense if
int £ = 0, that is, the interior of the closure of £ is empty, and is of first (resp.
second) category if it is (resp. is not) a countable union of nowhere dense sets.
Lusin and Privalov [3, §§11 and 33-35] constructed nonconstant analytic functions/and g such that/*(rj) = 0 for a set of tj in C of measure 2tt and g*(r\) = 0 for
a set of tj in C which is of measure tt in the upper half-circle and of second category
in the lower half-circle. These examples show that some nontrivial combination of
the second category and metric density conditions in Theorem 2 is indeed necessary.
In this paper, the full converse of Theorem 2 is proved.
•
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Theorem 3. //, for every nonempty open arc A in C, the set E is not both metrically
dense and of second category in A, then there exists a nonconstant analytic function fon

A such that f*(r\) - 0, tj E E.
We shall need the following decomposition lemma.
Lemma 1. Suppose that for every nonempty open arc A in C, the set E is not both
metrically dense and of second category in A. Then there exists a closed subset F of C
such that E n F is of first category and E \ F is of measure 0.

Proof. Let £ be the set of tj in C such that for every open arc A containing tj, the
set £ D A has positive outer measure. Evidently F is closed.
£ Pi F is of first category. Since £ = (£\ int £) U int £ and £\ int £ is nowhere
dense, it suffices to check that £ n int £ is of first category. Putting aside the trivial
case, assume that int F # 0. Let A be a component (open arc) of int F. We claim
that £ is metrically dense in A. If not, there exists some nonempty open subarc B of
A such that £ D B has measure 0. But this contradicts the fact that B C F and the
definition of £, so the claim is verified. Since, by assumption, £ is not both
metrically dense and of second category in A, we conclude that £ n A is of first
category. The required conclusion now follows from the fact that int £ has at most
countably many components.
E\F is of measure 0. If £ = C the assertion is trivial, so assume C\£ ¥= 0. By
the definition of £, there exists for each tj in C \ F an open arc A containing tj such
that E D A has zero measure. By the countable basis property of C, the open cover
(^,),efvf
£ n A

of C\F has a countable subcover (/I )f, where {rik)f Ç C\F. Now
has zero measure for each k, so the same follows for £ \ F since £ \ £ Ç

Lemma 1 is established.
We shall also require a slightly strengthened form of a theorem of Bagemihl and

Seidel [1].
Theorem 4. // £ is of first category, then there exists a nonconstant analytic function
f on A which is analytic at each point of C\E and satisfies/*(tj)
= 0, tj E E.

The proof of Theorem 4 that we shall give, except for the modification used here
to guarantee that / is analytic in C\E, follows the outline given by Schneider in [7,

p. 335].
Proof. If £ = 0, let/(z) = exp(z), z E A. Assume now that £ ¥= 0. Let R be
the region A U {0 <| z |< 2, z/\ z \E C\E) and (£„)* a monotone nondescending
sequence of closed nowhere dense sets such that £ E U™ Fn E E. Define Wn = {tj
£ C: dist(T), E)> 1/«} for each positive integer n, where
dist(z,W)=

inf |z-w|

wew

for z G C, W7£ C,
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and note that ( Wn)f is a monotone nondescending

C\£

such that

U~ int Wn= C\£.

z/| z | £ Wn) and T„ = {1 - \/n

sequence of compact subsets of

Let S„ = {| z \< 1 - \/n) U {0 <| z |< 2,

< | z | < 1, z/\ z | £ Fn when z # 0), and define

_ JO,
(,)

105

z £ S„,

Ä-(r)-{«2-[|z[-(i-i/«)],

z£j;,

for all positive integers n.
Since hn is continuous on the compact set /¡Tn= 5„ U Tn and analytic in its
interior, and C \ Kn is connected, Mergelyan's Theorem [4] implies the existence of a

polynomial^
(2)

such that
\pn(z)-hn(z)\<\/2",

zEK„,

for every positive integer n. Noting that for each compact subset K of the region R
there exists an n such that K E Sn, and that this implies hn(z) = 0, z £ K, by (1), we
see from (2) and the Weierstrass M-test that 2f />„converges uniformly on compact
subsets of R to a function g analytic on R.
Let/be the restriction of exp(-g) to A. Then/is a nonvanishing analytic function
on A which is analytic at each point of C\E. We claim that /*(tj) = 0, tj £ £. It
suffices to show that limr^, Re g(rt\) — +oo, tj £ £. Let tj £ £. Then there exists a
positive integer n such that tj £ E for/ > n. U m> n, it follows from (1) and (2)
that

(3)

Re*(ri,)>2"-'-

2 2->-2 IM"!)I
/»«

>2m~x -a,

1

1 - l/(2in)

<r<

1,

where a is a positive constant not depending on w. The required conclusion follows
and the claim is verified. Finally, / is nonconstant since it is nonvanishing and

/*(tj) = 0, tj £ £ ¥= 0. The proof is completed.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3. Assume £ ¥= 0. Take £ as in Lemma 1. Since £\£ has
zero measure, there exists, by Theorem 1, a nonconstant bounded analytic function g
on A such that g*(ij) = 0, tj £ £\£. Since £ D £ is of first category, Theorem 4
implies there exists a nonconstant analytic function /ion A such that h is analytic at

each point of C \ (£ n F) D C \ F and /i*(tj) = 0, tj £ £ Pi £.
Let/= gh. Then/is analytic on A. From the condition g*(Tj) = 0, tj £ £\£, and
the analyticity of h at each point of C\F, we have /*(tj) = 0, tj £ £\£. On the
other hand, since /j*(tj) = 0, tj £ £ n F, and g is bounded, we conclude that

/•(tí) = 0, tj £ £ n F. Thus/*(Tj) = 0, tj £ (£\£)
U (£ D £) = £. The nonconstancy of / follows from the fact that it is a product of nonconstant functions and
that/*(tj) = 0, tj £ £ ^ 0. This completes the proof.
We note that since the functions constructed by Privalov for Theorem 1 and here
for Theorem 4 are nonvanishing, the function / of Theorem 3 may also be required
to be nonvanishing.
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